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Which is your favourite piece on the disc?
The Mompou Variations is most probably my favourite. It's
a nightmare to memorise, though. It has that feeling of being
in a late-nigh r bar where you're sirring at the piano and just
doodling, very much on the spur of the moment. You can
find Mompou himself on YouTube playing his version of the
Chopin \Xaltz in A minor. Ir\ ahsoluuly iwraeons:
Tell me a bit about the gorgeous Bendel piece, which
we've included in this issue's covermount CD.
.Franz Bendel was a student of Liszt and a very successful

Chopin were known for. This piece has a lovely bass line going
up and down, like the middle section of Chopin's FantaisieImpromptu. That floating accompaniment has an intimacy
about it (again, very much for the salon} and very delicate filigree in rhe tight hand. There are a couple of hard bits in the
middle section, in the passionate parrs, but on rhe whole it lies
very well under rhe fingers so it's accessible to learn.
Did many composers write music based on Chopin?
Absolutely. Rachmaninov wrotu '> 'iiriatirm* on a Theme of Chopin.
Clement Doucet wrote a piece [..died C/wpinata, which is a
collection of various themes by Chopin, in the style of a foxtrot!
Stephen Heller wrote Reminiscences of Chopin based on the
E minor Prelude, and there's a two-piano piece by Edvard
Schuti called Pampmi.ie on iiift'i^ •>] C'/vi/j/V/, based mainly on
the C sharp minor Waltz. It's lovely, and I've played it with
Piers Lane - but yet again, a hit too 'delightful' for this disc.
There are a few composers and musicians rhat have been
infhicrced b\ Chopin. ;\;n rhe (377 p i a n i s t Bi-i F.vans: one of
ie<l from the Chopin Berceuse. It's based on two harmonies
Evans, or even if he knew it, but the similarities are incredible.
Do you play jazz?
play jazz if ir's been written out, like the Art Tatum solos. I can't
improvise, though. I'm sure rhis is because I've been trained
however, and that's what I try to get across when I play classical

the audience for the first time.
Do you like playing the more unknown repertoire?
I don't actively go for rhis 'rarities' thing. I'm just fascinated
that some composers have been forgotten. Ir mighr be the
quality of their music, but then musical fashions change too.
Then these composers drift into oblivion. A lot of pieces arc
80 per cent good, but always have that 20 per cent dodgy bit.

Have you been influenced by any particular Chopin
interpreters from the past?
Rubinstein's playing is a lesson in how to pedal. You never
great pedalling!' If it's good, you don't notice it. Rubinstein's
pedalling in the nocmnici is jii't am.ving. Those noc
difficult to pedal, vcr h:.- pu...li::ic i1- m i n J - b u
How would you explain rubato?
Ir is like warchmg a really good dancer doing a slinky slow
dance, where you can always feel rhe pulse going rhrough,
but the dancer is swaying and swinging around the bear.
The movements are never really fuEy on the beat, there's this
meandering type of feel, but the dancer still feels the pulse.
That's another reason to recommend Rubinstein. He doesn't do
masses of rubato, bur just the right amount. We should never
feel where are we in this bar?' It has to sound like a heartbeat. If
you rush off too much, it's like the heart misses a beat,
What is a typical day like?
It depends on what I'm doing. I f I ' m Corking for something
that needs a lot of work, then I have to sort my day out
in advance, knowing [hat I have to get X amount of things
done. To be honest, I hale p rax ri sins:! It s tedious, hard work

You never hear people coming
out of a concert saying, 'Wow,
wasn't that great pedalling!'
If it's good, you don't notice it
- physically and mentally. I'm quite ruthless with myself. I
only practise for 40 minutes at a time, then take a break, have
a coffee, I want ro have a life, but I live for concerts, so I
have to ptactise. The idea is to get as much done in the least
amount of time. Practising is part of my day, not my full day.
I also teach. On a concert day you don't want to play a lot
beforehand. Each day is different - that's why I like this job
too. 1 will also spend a day ^ghi -reading. going through music
I have, which I find quire reU\ing. You discover pieces you'd
forgotten about. I think sight-:;- " d i n g ib important and maybe
that's why 1 learn things quite quick]}'. I've worked out that I
chink harmonically, rather rhan patterns of nores.
I hear you've played on cruise ships. What's that like?
I did my first cruise about 18 years ago. The first one was quite
a shock and made me realise that we pianists do really live in
a taiefied world. Nobody gave me any guidance on what to

day and wanted to enjoy themselves. The next time, I changed
genius all the way through. For me, it has to he great music

What do you think of Chopin interpreters today?
Most of the performances I hear rhese days are by my students
(I teach at the Scottish Academy and I'm also Head of Keyboard

the audience, almost as if to say, you're going to love this!'. I
described what to listen out for, told them a bit about what
Beethoven was thinking of at the time, and so on. You realise

presentation and creating a feeling of warmth with rhe public,
I'm glad I've done it and I still do it now and again. It's also a
has a different w;n or'appiwdiint; Chopin. The idea is to nurture that. You don't want the student to sound like you.
danger of thinking it's high art, and maybe we need to be a bit
more open about that and get ofTour pedestals. •
The one bee in my bonnet is over-pedalling, and I give my
students a hard rime about that. It's the lack of being able to
play a true legato with the fingers. People rely on iKc pedal for
I that, and the pedal is HCtthere for that. The pedal is for putting
| the gloss on. There has to be something underneath it that has
I to be controlled and beautiful.

